
Ingredients

1.

2.

3.

Recipe from Good Food magazine, May 2009

Method

Heat oven to 200C/fan 180C/gas 6. Deseed the
peppers, halve, then cut into large chunks. Trim ends off
aubergines, then cut into slices about ½cm thick. Lightly
grease 2 large baking trays, then place peppers and
aubergines on top. Toss with the olive oil, season well,
then roast for 25 mins until lightly browned.

Reduce oven to 180C/fan 160C/gas 4. Lightly oil an
ovenproof serving dish (30 x 20cm). Arrange a layer of the
vegetables on the bottom, then pour over a third of the
tomato sauce. Top with a layer of lasagne, then drizzle
over a quarter of the white sauce. Repeat until you have 3
layers of pasta.

To finish, spoon remaining white sauce over the pasta,
making sure the whole surface is covered. Scatter
mozzarella over the top with the tomatoes. Bake for 45
mins until bubbling and golden.

Roasted vegetable lasagne

Nutrition: per serving

461 29g 9g 37g 14g 5g 13g 0.59g

PREP: 25 MINS
COOK: 1 HR, 10 MINS

EASY SERVES 6

kcal fat saturates carbs sugars fibre protein salt

3 red peppers

2 

8 tbsp , plus a little for greasing

½ quantity tomato sauce (see below)

300g fresh pack lasagne sheets

½ quantity white sauce (see below)

125g ball mozzarella (or vegetarian alternative)

handful cherry tomatoes, halved

aubergines

olive oil
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recipes

Lighter
vegetable
lasagne

(11 ratings)

Comments, questions and tips

Sign in or create your My Good Food account to join the
discussion.!

Comments (137) Questions (16) Tips (2)

cydney65
8th Sep, 2018

This is only the 3rd time in my life (53 yrs old) that I have made lasagna and the
first time it has come out right! Seriously good. I used a tomato sauce I make
and freeze every week, adapted from Cooking on a bootstrap by Jack Monroe. I
put all sorts of veggies in, plus lentils; it's delish. I made a full quantity of the
white sauce so I could freeze some of that as well. I chucked some courgette in
the baking tin along with 1 and half peppers and one aubergine. I used four
sheets from a 250g pack of fresh pasta sheets, whacked it in the oven for 50
mins (my oven runs a bit cooler than most) and Robert's your brother's mother,
twas done, and blooming lovely it was to. It made four portions so we have it
again tomorrow yay! Definitely on the weekly menu now.

"

Jubs2007
9th Jul, 2018

I used whatever vegetables I needed using up ,the result was delicious.i will
definately make this again.

"



PKM_UK
1st Jun, 2018

As others have said, the quantities in this recipe can benefit from a bit of
adjustment. I add a courgette as well as the aubergines, and don't use nearly
300g of lasagne sheets - a 300g pack would probably make nearly three of
these, I just tile a single layer of sheets between each 1/3 of the vegetables and
sauce. If you go the easy route and get tomato sauce and white sauce in a jar
instead of making both fresh (don't judge me), you'll want to add some garlic
and herbs to keep it flavourful without just piling on salt.

"

keencook146
1st Apr, 2018

I made some alterations and this tasted delicious. I used a smaller baking dish
and cooked 2 good sized portions. I didn't use fresh pasta sheets so I put them
in the baking dish with boiling water for 5 min (they stick together a bit so I
made sure I pulled them apart about half way through) before cooking them
properly. I used margarine and soya milk as substitutes in the white sauce mix (I
made 1/3 of the recipe). For the tomato sauce the wine really made it taste
delicious so I would make sure you don't substitute it. I used 1 full tin of
tomatoes. I didn't use any cheese. I cooked it for 25 min with foil on top and 10
min without (although it could've probably done with just a little bit longer).

"

stutay
4th Sep, 2016

This was lovely, but did lack flavour a little. The second time we made it, we also
layered in mushrooms, spinach & basil. We also added cheddar cheese to the
white sauce, which meant adding some more milk too. It was even better this
second time around. Both times we just made halfed the ingredients in both the
tomato & white sauces, problem solved.

clough91
22nd Apr, 2016

Dont understand all the confusion of this recipe...You make the whole recipe of
sauce but only use half of it to make the lasagne. You use the other half to make
a meat lasagne or freeze it.

"



Related guides

Slow cooker vegetable
lasagne

(17 ratings)

Roast pumpkin & spinach
lasagne

(67 ratings)

How to make lasagne
Learn how to make a
comforting classic lasagne to
share with friends and family.
You can...

lucytipping
13th Apr, 2016

Just cooked this and have now realised that instead of using half of the sauces,
I have used the whole lot (eek!) Fingers crossed it will still taste good...

"
karenv69
29th Jun, 2016

I did the same...could have done with more roasted veg filling though for me
:) I am baking it tonight so will report back with results!

"
lucytipping
13th Apr, 2016

Update: Tasted lovely, could possibly do with some cheddar cheese to
enhance the flavour. ( Next time I won't read the recipe in such a hurry.. as it
was rather saucy! )

"

libsybibsy
12th Mar, 2016

Seriously delicious!

"
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How to freeze fruit and
vegetables
Keen to freeze your fruit and
vegetables but don’t want them
to clump together? Find out
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How to griddle vegetables &
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How to cook vegetables and fish
on a griddle to give an attractive
charred finish.
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